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Abstract - The substance (context) information in the 

context-aware systems may be about human, entity and computing 

situations has a powerful temporal aspect i.e. for a specific period 

of time it remains valid. This property can be exploited in caching 

mechanisms that desired to exploit such locality of reference. 

Substance information The substance information have varying 

temporal validity durations and a varied spectrum of access 

frequencies. This variation affects the suitability of a single 

caching strategy and an ideal caching mechanism should utilize 

dynamic strategies based on the type of substance data, access 

patterns and quality of service heuristics and frequencies of 

context consuming applications. This paper investigates the 

various context-caching strategies and proposes a novel bipartite 

caching mechanism in a Cloud-based substance provisioning 

system. The bipartite context caching mechanism is achieved 

through both simulation and deployment in a Cloud platform.  
 

Keywords– Cloud Computing, Substance (context) 

provisioning, Intelligent caching, substance aware clouds 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In terms of complexity, substance (context) is the information 

which is related to the users of computing systems. This 

includes their personal situations, and environmental 

characteristics. Context-aware Systems provides the 

acquisition, representation, distribution and the aggregation 

of the contextual information in a wide-spread environment. 

The context-aware system largely makes use of a broker or a 

contextual server for providing context provisioning from 

providers of context information to the context consumers. 

The distributed nature of sensors and services which provides 

raw data for creation of context is the reason for the 

provisioning of contextual information to be a non-trivial 

task. 

The present context-aware systems mainly focus on small 

geographical and conceptual domains and hence the context 

provisioning function of such systems has not attracted the 

attention in-depth. The temporal properties of contextual data 

are not been utilized by the context-aware system for 

improving the context provisioning performed through 

caching, grid cloud based platforms. The provisioning of 

contextual information about anything, anytime and 

anywhere[2] is one of the key challenge in the context aware 

system. The context information, depending on the type of 

content data, remains temporarily valid for some duration of 
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time. For improving the overall performance of the system, 

this property of context data can be exploited. This can be 

done employing context caches in the context provisioning 

systems. The contextual data is central to the fundamental 

relevance of context aware system. Due to significant 

increases in number of users device and data sources and the 

services which are involved in end to end acquisition cycle, 

inadequate infrastructure support in all terms can prove to be 

biggest hurdle in the adoption aware system on a large scale. 

Caching is a well established mechanism for performance 

improvement in the distributed system. The cloud based 

context provision with caching can boost its infrastructure 

strength and improve further the context provisioning 

function. Context information is mostly represented using 

name value pairs, structured or semi-structured records and 

software objects. The context information has a temporal 

property which is independent of the representation format. 

Consider example, wherein the location context of a user 

remains valid only till the user is in that location or Wi-Fi 

context of a device is present only till the device is connected 

to a Wi-Fi hotspot. Hence, for improving the context 

provisioning performance this temporal validity can be 

exploited. So the Caching contextual data at a context broker 

side can permit for exploitation of locality of reference to 

reduce the contextual query satisfaction time and reduce 

overall context traffic related to the system. As the caches are 

practically limited in size, the cache replacement policies 

need to set up at the time of context query response. The 

variances in scope distribution of the queries, the rate of 

queries and the validity period influences the effectiveness of 

the cache replacement policies. 

The cloud based context provisioning system permits access 

to context information by standardized and interoperable 

interfaces, that will provide device and location 

independence. It will also provide high reliability and 

scalability through the elastic and redundant resource. This 

paper narrates the delivery of caching functionality through 

cloud based context provisioning system and focuses mainly 

on the establishment of suitability and reducing effectiveness 

of various caching strategies for various caching types of 

contextual data. After this, the performance of the caching 

strategies in a prototype is analyzed. A novel caching strategy 

i.e. bipartite context cache is being used for the utilization in 

context provision system as well as its dynamic 

reconfiguration based operation is also discussed. The 

evaluation of the different cache replacement policies in a 

cloud based environment of the context provisioning 

architecture is carried out. 
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II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

MobiLife [7], SOCAM [4], PACE [6], CoBrA [3] likewise 

the number of broker-based context provisioning systems 

have been structured. The MobiLife structured system 

contains context (substance) caching where the context 

provider component has been placed. This working 

environment reduces the computational load but unable to 

reduce the communication cost. If we build the collective 

cache which is a collection of smaller caches at context 

provider cache (CxP) then query given by the context 

consumer can be traverse complete cycled from the context 

provider via a context broker.  

How can we improve the quality of context caches has been 

elaborated by Buchholz et al. [8] and how the context aware 

system plays an important role that has been discussed by 

Ebling et al. [9]. validation of the caching context system can 

be included by using temporal data that means for the 

particular period of time data remains in the cache. MobiLife 

provides the architectural level but its context representation 

does not contain metadata that uses to distinguish temporal 

properties.  

Another system context based service composition (CB-Sec) 

[12] that contains a cache engine. The cache engine provides 

context based service composition. Context based service 

composition stores context service not the context 

information. Caching service with the internal data 

application is provided by ScaLaDE middleware. This 

system supports central cache in the network along with 

mobile devices cache consistency.  

The importance of cache consistency elaborated by some of 

the researchers but definite result does not find in the context 

provisioning system. The existing deficiency has served as 

the reason to do more study in this area.  

III. SUBSTANCE PROVISIONING FRAMEWORK 

The context victual framework is centered on provider and 

consumer criterion in which context providers and context 

consumers plays an important role. This framework is 

interact with context broker that is responsible for query 

resolution, routing, event management and lookup services. 

This framework consist of three measure components. A 

context consumer (CxC) which is context based application 

uses substance data. An on-demand query and substance 

information is sent when and if it is available by (CxC) or by 

sending an acceptance to the context broker (CxB) context 

consumer can fetches the information. The context provider 

can provide the substance information. The collection of 

network or cloud services, sensors and other sources have 

some data and that data is gathered by context provider 

(CxP). A CxP might use numerous aggregation and reasoning 

mechanisms to infer context from raw sensing element, 

network or alternative supply knowledge. A CxP provides 

context information only to a particular invocation or 

subscription and is typically specialized during a particular 

context domain (e.g. Place). A Context Broker (CxB) is the 

main coordinative element of the framework. CxB has to ease 

substance flow among all the components, which it achieves 

by allowing CxCs to accept to or query substance information 

and CxPs to deliver responses.  

The described framework components are shown in fig 1 

emphasizing the complementary provision of synchronous 

and asynchronous context-related communication facilities. 

A lots of applications have been emerged on this framework. 

Industrial trials and detailed information elaborated in 

[15],[16]. CxCs and CxPs register with a context broker by 

specifying its communication end point and the type of 

substance they provide or require. This will turn a special 

function called brokering function in which CxB can find a 

particular context provider that a CxC may be interested in 

(i.e. Based on the requested substance). The CxB can cache 

recently produced substance, in order to exploit the 

fundamental locality of reference. 

 
 

Fig 1 : Basic Broker based substance provisioning 

component interaction. 

To improve the scalability of the overall system and to 

provide location transparency to the CxCs and CxPs of each 

broker, the framework of multiple context brokers can be 

formed. Called as overlay of network of brokers shown in fig 

2. This association of CxB is acquire with a coordination 

framework that is centered on routing of context queries 

called as subscription and responses called as notification 

across distributed brokers, lookup function and discovery 

which is described in proposed system [17]. This alliance of 

CxB can be directly related to cloud alliances in which two or 

more geographically distinct or administratively independent 

clouds operates in resource sharing , hence foundation of 

alliance of context aware cloud that exchange cross-domain 

substance information for serving their mobile users. 

 

 
 

Fig 2 : Simplified view of the federated broker based 

interaction. 

Context data is symbolized in the substance victual 

framework using an XML based schema entitled ContextML. 

The purpose of the ContextML is that substance information 

relates to an entity and if of certain scope.  The entity may be 

a consumer, user, user name, email address and scope defines 

the weather, places, activity and user preferences. 

ContextML is consist of the temporal validity associated with 

ContextML encoded context information through the 

timestamp and expiry tags, which specifies the time period 

during which a substance instance is considered valid.  
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Thus ContextML creates the basis of utilizing the caching 

function in the context brokers of the framework.  

The substance information about a scope is encoded using 

entitled parameters, parameter arrays and complex parameter 

structures in ContextML elements. The parser called 

ContextML Parser, has been carried out as a Java library for 

Android platforms and Java EE, SE that can be used by the 

substance producing and consuming applications for the 

processing of substance information and other messages 

encoded in ContextML. The framework of the substance 

data-related elements and various dimensions of ContextML 

is presented in an proposed work [18].  

A single broker based paradigm of the substance victual 

framework has been arranged on a Cloud platform and work 

is under progress to enable a alliance of many such 

Cloud-based instances to be aliased together in order to 

exploit the scalability, reliability, performance and 

interoperability related advantage offered by the Cloud 

platform. In fig 3 the visionary diagram of how the system 

components may operate in a alliance of CxB in the Cloud 

framework for the delivery of substance data to CxC. Each 

CxB may be under the control of a different administrative 

authority but the alliance between these CxB (semi-private 

Clouds) can allow the CxC to utilize these brokers for 

achieve substance data. The alliance features are apart from 

scope of this paper. 

 
 

Fig 3 : Architectural components of the Context Provisioning 

Architecture in the Cloud infrastructure. 

IV. SUBSTANCE CACHE 

CxC request for substance about a specific object (entity) and 

scope by forwarding a ContextML encoded query to the CxB. 

Then the broker forwards the inquiry to the appropriate CxP 

that can satisfy it. The CxP sends the context response to the 

CxB when the query-satisfying context information is 

available. When the caching facility is not present, the CxB 

simply forwards the query to the querying consumer. 

The Substance Provisioning Framework utilizes a caching 

component that caches recently received substance data in 

response to substance queries, in advance for forwarding the 

response to the querying consumer. The substance data 

remain in the cache for the validity period unless it is altered 

by more recent substance of the same scope/entity or has to 

be removed to free the cache due to cache size limits. 

Processing and notification operations from the CxB’s point 

of view are described in Algorithms 2 respectively.  

A. Algorithm 1 (CxB query processing) 

WHERE P={P1,P2,…,P3},  

P is the set of all providers in the framework  

WHERE a query Q={Iq,Ie,Is,ICxC,Qp} # Iqis the query ID, 

Ieis the entity ID, Isis the scope ID,ICxCis the consumer 

component’s ID and Qp consists of other query parameters. 

WHERE Tq={Iqi,ICxCi} # Tqis a table where the CxB stores 

the query ID to consumer ID mappings of the form 

{Iq,ICxC}  

subscribe(Q) # Query appears at the broker 

record(Tq,Iq,ICxC) # Query is recorded in the queries table  

CXTf=searchCache(Q,Ie,Is) # See if cache can satisfy the 

query  

ifCXTfthen 

notify(ICxC,CXTf) # Notify the CxC in case of cache hit  

Check weather item increased or not : 

incrementUseCount(CXTf) # Increment the use count of 

theparticular item  

else 

Ps=lookup(P,Ie,Is) # CxB looks up an suitable provider 

query(Q,P) # And forwards the query to that provider  

end if 

B. Algorithm 2 (Context Broker notification processing) 

WHERE Tq={Iqi,ICxCi} # Tq is a table where the CxB 

stores the query ID to consumer ID mappings of the form 

{Iq,ICxC}  

WHERE TInsis the cached item inclusion time  

WHERE TExpis the cached item’s validity expiry time  

WHERE CXTin is the cached item’s use count 

publish(Iq,CXTp) # Substance response arrives from the CxP 

storeInCache(CXTp,TExp,TIns) # Store the substance item in 

the cache  

ICxC=resolve(Tq,Iq) # Find out which consumer requested 

this substance item  

notify(ICxC,CXTp) # Notify the CxC  

The development and real-world deployment of the 

Substance Provisioning Framework system, a simulation 

model has been developed to evaluate the system under 

various conditions. OMNET++[19] is the base of this 

simulator. The conclusion of the experiments carried out with 

this simulated setup will aid in establishing the suitability and 

relative effectiveness of caching strategies for context 

provisioning. Caching approach can then be readily 

implemented in a Cloud-based Substance Provisioning to 

augment the accuracy, scalability and device/location 

independence benefits that are provided by the Cloud setup.  

C. Concept of Simulation 

The simulation model consists of a CxB module, CxP and 

CxC connected by communication channels. The simulator 

contains the core utility of substance caching, substance 

querying service, provider registration and lookup service. 

The ContextML structure is also fully modeled. Provider 

modules provide substance on invocation by the broker and 

provide substance about particular single scope only. This 

model comprises various input parameters that can be set 

individually for each simulation run allowing several 

conditions to be carried out and compared against each other. 

Each scope of parameter contains numerical scope ID 

(integer) and its validity duration (seconds). Parameters for 

each Provider consist of a CxP ID(integer), the ID of the 

substance scope that it provides (integer) and the average 

time taken to process a query and respond to it (millisecond). 

The substance broker module parameters include the lookup 

time for finding CxPs for satisfying queries(ms), cache 

access time [ms], caching enabled(Boolean), maximum 

cache size and the cache strategy. 
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    (1) 

In this evaluation, there are three main caching strategies that 

we will evaluate, including remove oldest first (OF), remove 

least used first (LU), and remove soonest expiring first (SE), 

in addition to the non-practical strategy of having an infinite 

cache size thus requiring no replacement policy. When the 

condition occurs that cache is full and space is required for a 

more recent context item, the OF policy  the oldest item from 

the cache. Substance caching functionality in our framework 

therefore records the time of insertion of each item in the 

cache. SE policy deletes the substance item from the cache 

store whose expiry time will be up the soonest. Case is 

different in LU policy, the substance item which has been 

accessed the least number of times. The policy is applicable 

when the caching function in our system has to record each 

substance item’s access frequency. 

D. Algorithm 3 

Substance cache insertion and replacement procedure 

(storeInCache)  

WHERE Tins is the cached item’s insertion time  

WHERE TExp is the cached item’s validity expiry time  

WHERE CXTin is the cached item’s use count  

WHERE policy=`LU’ ∨ `OF’ ∨`SE’ # The cache 

replacement policy 

If filledSpace<maxSpacethen insert(MD5(Ie||Is),CXT,TExp) 

else 

ifpolicy==`SE’then 

CXTRem=Minimum(TExp) #Select the item with the soonest 

reaching expiry time remove(CXTRem) 

end if 

else 

if policy==`OF’ then 

CXTRem=Maximum(TIns) # Select the item with the oldest 

insertion time remove(CXTRem) 

end if 

else 

if policy==`LU’ then 

CXTRem=Minimum(CXTin)# Select the item with the least 

usage count  

end if 

end if 

We have built the usefulness of caching substance data in 

principle in our earlier work [14], but did not analyze the 

effect of variance in the scope validity durations in detail. 

Results show that, different access patterns from users can 

have a significant influence on the performance of the cache 

(cache-hit rate). By using this model, we intend to  build 

suitable strategies for varying access patterns and devise a 

caching strategy that can accommodate a combination of 

these access patterns. The substance consumers are 

configured to request substance a constant rate λ[/s]. The 

substance scope specified by the consumers in the queries is 

determined using a Pareto distribution with a selectable shape 

α and scale ξ(1). 

Pareto distribution has been elected because it allows us to 

model scope distribution in substance queries with tunable 

parameters. In this experiment twelve different scopes are 

used and the scope distribution in substance queries is 

managed by changing the Pareto shape parameter α while the 

scale parameter ξ is kept constant at 1. In each simulation run 

5,000 substance requests distributed across 10 entities are 

instantiated. When the response is received by CxCs, 

simulation is terminated. The broker cache access time and 

CxP lookup time are assumed to be 10ms. In each simulation 

run, a caching approach is elected and the Pareto distribution 

for selecting the requested scopes (α) is varied to select a 

certain percentage of short validity (SV) and long validity 

(LV) category scopes. Simulation is repeated for each 

strategy and the record is maintained for a query satisfaction 

time, time elapsed between the issuance of a query from a 

CxC and receipt of a response to that query. Therefore, the 

performance of the selected cache strategies is investigated 

with varying scope distribution in the context requests. 

V. THE BIPARTITE CONTEXT CACHE 

We have considered different cache replacement policies for 

SV and LV scope categories, we divided the physical cache 

into two parts, one catering for the SV scoped substance data 

items and the other for LV scoped items. Caching approach is 

then configured to utilize OF replacement policy for SV 

scoped data and SE policy for LV scoped data items. The 

bipartite cache gives a marginally improved overall 

performance over the SE  and OF. Therefore use of two 

different cache replacement policies suited to the scope 

validity durations of the data items results in an improved 

performance and provides a fairly constant mean query 

satisfaction time across all scope distribution patterns. 

We have further evaluated the bipartite caching mechanism 

with a dynamic scaling of the size of the two partitions that is 

based on the distribution of scopes in the incoming context 

queries. Increasing or decreasing the size of a partition 

dynamically based on the ratio of a particular scope validity 

category in the incoming queries tunes the cache to 

accommodate the pattern of queries that exists in a particular 

situation. The time of query satisfaction improves marginally 

by the application of bipartite caching with dynamic 

partitioning from the case of equally sized bipartite cache.  

Experiments are carried out in a simulated environment 

(OMNET++) have established that the bipartite caching 

mechanism, with dynamically as well as fixed re-sizable 

partitions, handling different replacement strategies in both 

partitions provides a better hit ratio. Therefore the 

satisfaction time of mean query improves in comparison to 

the SE and OF policies operating independently.  

VI. CLOUD BASED EVALUATION 

The archetype implementation of the Substance Provisioning 

Framework has been carried as a collection of applications 

and services conforming to the Enterprise JavaBean [20] 

specification. The CxB EJB application consists of functional 

entities that provide the querying, notification, registration, 

brokering as well as caching functions through RESTful 

HTTP interfaces. Cache Service is carried out as a Singleton 

Session Bean of the EJB specification with appropriate 

interfaces for deleting, adding and fetching context 

information. Design of singleton session beans are made for 

conditions in which a single enterprise bean instance is 

shared across and concurrently accessed by clients. clients 

are the constituent components of the CxB. Cache Service 

has built in cache replacement policies and the administrator 

can configure which policy is to be used during execution. 

Generic CxP and CxC applications have also been developed 

that can be programmed for querying and providing context 

information related to a particular scope and entities at 

specified rates. 
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The CxB is deployed on a Glassfish [21] which is an 

application server, hosted on a compute node of the 

OpenStack cloud platform (Diablo release). OpenStack cloud 

platform is implemented on a server consisting of a 

nova-compute virtual machine. The CxP's are deployed on a 

server that is accessible to the CxB via a local area network 

through the host OS. The CxC are deployed on a workstation 

on the public network available to the Cloud nodes. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have worked to improve established 

mechanism of caching in distributed system. However, What 

is the effectiveness and use of substance caches has not been 

evaluated or demonstrated. The Substance Provisioning 

Framework employs a caching mechanism at the CxB, which 

positively affects the mean query satisfaction time between 

CxC and CxP. By using OMNET++ discrete event simulator 

we have analyzed the relative performance of various cache 

replacement policies. Analysis talks about caching strategies 

display contrasting behavior under different scope 

distribution scenarios, with OF policy performs better for 

short scoped substance data and SE performs better for long 

scoped substance data. By using this information, we have 

devised a novel bipartite caching strategy for use in substance 

data provisioning that allows utilization of the OF and SE 

policies for SV and LV scoped substance data during context 

provisioning.  

Bipartite cache is then improved by allowing dynamic 

resizing of the bipartite cache partitions based on the scope 

distribution scenario of the incoming substance queries. This 

novel strategy can assist in designing a Cloud based 

substance provisioning system that productively utilizes the 

temporal validity aspects of the substance data, exploit the 

principle of locality to improve query-response times and 

hence positively influence the quality of service of the 

substance-aware system. We have repeated the simulation 

supported experiments on a deployment of the Substance 

Provisioning Framework in a Cloud platform. 

FUTURE WORK 

The Substance Provisioning Framework enables multiple 

CxB's to be aligning together in an overlay network and the 

geographically distributed CxC's and CxP's can be attached 

to different brokers. In such a composition, there will be 

multiple distributed caches in the system, one at each CxB. 

The caching advantages cannot be maximized if such 

distributed caches are not synchronized amongst each other. 

Such a synchronization activity does not exist in our system 

and is a aim of our future work. The synchronized and 

distributed caches may also affect the suitability of cache 

replacement policies to certain distributions of scopes in the 

substance queries and we also expect that an investigation 

into this aspect may open further avenues of research and 

development in this field.  
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